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Keyboard shortcut to protect sheet excel

It is a good habit to protect a worksheet from unintentional changes when analyzing your data. The following script code allows you to create a keyboard shortcut that will quickly protect an unprotected worksheet. The same keyboard shortcut will check out a protected worksheet. This shortcut works with any spreadsheet; no Excel add-in is required. Need help creating a keyboard
shortcut with ShortKeeper using the following AutoHotkey code? This 5-minute tutorial will help you! Critical if WinActive(ahk_class XLMAIN) ? ControlGet, hwnd, hwnd, , Excel71, A if DllCall(oleacc-AccessibleObjectFromWindow, Ptr, hwnd, UInt, 0xFFFFFFF0, Ptr, -VarSetCapacity(IID,16)+NumPut(0x460000000000C0C0, NumPut(132096, IID, Int64), Int64), Ptr*, pacc) to 0Sheet
Excel: ActiveSheet if (ExcelSheet.ProtectContents) - ExcelSheet.Unprotect MsgBox ,,,%Unprotected Worksheet., 1 or more , ExcelSheet.Protect MsgBox ,,,% Protected Worksheet., 1 , plus or 3 MsgBox 0x40040, ShortKeeper, No Excel worksheet window active. The settings will be applied if the Excel worksheet is the active window and is not busy (for example, edit, select a
command). The number 1 on the #10 and #15 sets a duration of 1 second so that a dialog box appears indicating the change process. To keep the dialog box longer, simply adjust the value (for example, 2, 3, and so on). This script is optimized for use with ShortKeeper. As such, there is no exception handling, no Return at the end, and variables do not need to be cleared.
ShortKeeper does all this automatically. Simply copy/paste the code into the PARAM field in ShortKeeper, set your hot key, save and you're ready to use your new keyboard shortcut. Page 2 It is a good habit to protect a worksheet from unintentional changes when analyzing your data. The following script code allows you to create a keyboard shortcut that will quickly protect an
unprotected worksheet. The same keyboard shortcut will check out a protected worksheet. This shortcut works with any spreadsheet; no Excel add-in is required. Need help creating a keyboard shortcut with ShortKeeper using the following AutoHotkey code? This 5-minute tutorial will help you! Critical if WinActive(ahk_class XLMAIN) ? ControlGet, hwnd, hwnd, , Excel71, A if
DllCall(oleacc-AccessibleObjectFromWindow, Ptr, hwnd, UInt, 0xFFFFFFF0, Ptr, -VarSetCapacity(IID,16)+NumPut(0x460000000000C0C0C0, NumPut(132096, IID, Int64), Int64), Ptr*, pacc) to 0Sheet Excel: ActiveSheet if (ExcelSheet.ProtectContents) - ExcelSheet.Unprotect MsgBox ,,,% Unprotected Worksheet., 1 or more , ExcelSheet.Protect MsgBox ,,,% Protected
Worksheet., 1 , Plus or 33 0x40040, ShortKeeper, No Excel worksheet window active. The settings will be applied if the Excel worksheet is the active window and is not busy (for example, edit, select a command). The number 1 on the #10 and #15 sets a duration of 1 second so that a dialog box appears indicating the Process. To keep the dialog box longer, simply adjust the value
(for example, 2, 3, and so on). This script is optimized for use with ShortKeeper. As such, there is no exception handling, no Return at the end, and variables do not need to be cleared. ShortKeeper does all this automatically. Simply copy/paste the code into the PARAM field in ShortKeeper, set your hot key, save and you're ready to use your new keyboard shortcut. Updated:
08/31/2020 by Computer Hope When you create a spreadsheet, you can enter data or formulas that you do not want other users to change. Protecting a cell or worksheet can be essential to maintaining the integrity of data and formulas in a worksheet. In Microsoft Excel, you can protect one or more cells or protect an entire worksheet, which prevents other users from changing
the data in cells or worksheet. After locking and protecting cells or worksheets, to edit them again, you need to check them out. Select a link below to learn how to protect and check out a cell or worksheet in Microsoft Excel. To protect a cell in Microsoft Excel, follow the steps below. Select all cells in the worksheet by clicking the Select All button above the row numbers and to the
left of the column headers. Press Ctrl and key number 1 together (Ctrl+1) on the keyboard to open the Format Cells window. You can also use the Ctrl+Shift+F key combination to open the Format Cells window. In the Format Cells window, click the Protection tab. Clear the Check box for the Locked option, and then click OK. In the worksheet, select the cell you want to lock and
protect. Open the Format Cells window by pressing ctrl+1 again. Click the Protection tab, select the check box for the Blocked option, and then click OK. On the menu bar, click the Review tab. In the Protect group, click the Protect Sheet option. The Protect Sheet window opens. Enter a password to unlock the protected cells in the Password field to check out the sheet text. In the
Allow all users of this worksheet section, make sure that only the Select unlocked cells check box is selected, and then click OK. How to protect a worksheet To protect a worksheet in Microsoft Excel, follow the steps below. Select all cells in the worksheet by clicking the Select All button above the row numbers and to the left of the column headers. Press Ctrl and key number 1
together (Ctrl+1) on the keyboard to open Format Cells window. You can also use the Ctrl+Shift+F key combination to open the Format Cells window. In the Format Cells window, click the Protection tab. Make sure that the Box in the Locked option is checked. Click the checkbox to check if it is not already checked. Note: A smaller solid black box within the Locked check box
means that some worksheet cells are currently locked and other cells are unlocked. On the menu bar, click the Review tab. In the Protect group, click Protect Protect Option. The Protect Sheet window opens. Enter a password to unlock the protected cells in the Password field to check out the sheet text. In the Allow all users of this worksheet section, make sure that only the
Select unlocked cells check box is selected, and then click OK. How to check out a cell or worksheet To check out a cell or worksheet in Microsoft Excel, follow the steps below. On the menu bar, click the Review tab. In the Protect group, click the Check Out Sheet option. In the Check Out Sheet window that appears, enter the password to unlock the worksheet, and then click OK.
Additional information Is there a keyboard shortcut for the Protect Worksheet feature. I have a workbook with more than 45 sheets that needs to be protected individually, as global protection is not possible. It becomes a bit laborious to move up and down with the cursor, between the protect worksheet icon on the toolbar and select successive sheets at the bottom. I hope there's a
quicker way to do it. Can you help with some ideas, please? I have a workbook with 2 sheets, the first is the data entry and the second contains all calculations and confidential information. I have a staff member who does the data entry, but I don't want them to see the 2nd sheet. I know I can hide the sheet and then protect the whole working workbook, but is there an easier way
for the second person not to have to keep hiding/hiding the 2nd sheet? It would be perfect if when you tried to click Sheet2, I was asking for a password. Cheers Jase Corporate Edict. I have a worksheet that is locked and protected now, except for cells in a given collumn. I named the cells in that MS96A column. If a user enters a date in a cell or range of cells anywhere in the
column, the modified cells must also be locked and protected (Once they enter a date, it is not allowed to NEVER be changed again. Corporate requirement! *Shrug*). What I'm looking for is this. If the user selects that cell again, they will receive the usual pop-up message, the cell or graphic they are trying to change is protected... I think I'm close, but I'm getting an End If without
block If error in the If Clause. Sub Worksheet_Change(ByVal Target As Excel.Range) Dim MRange As Range Set MRange a Range(MS96a) ' If Not Intersect(Target, MRange) is Nothing Then Then for each cell in MRange Sheets(Sheet1). Check out the Password: temp cell. Interior.ColorIndex 3 cells. Font.Color a vbBlack Selection.Locked - True Selection.FormulaHidden ?
False Next cell ActiveSheet.Protect Password:-temp, _ _ Contents:-True, _ Scenarios:-False ActiveSheet.EnableSelection - xlUnlockedCells End Sub We have a workbook that does not allow us to use the Move or Copy command. When we right-click the worksheet and select Move or Copy, we can check the box to make a copy, but when we click OK nothing happens. We To
make sure the workbook and worksheet: 1. They are not protected 2. That there are no hidden worksheets 3. That there are no worksheets that exist with the same name 4. That not all worksheets are selected There are only two worksheets in this workbook. Any idea why we can't make a copy of this worksheet within the same workbook or in another workbook? Hello, I want to
protect a cell where I have a drop-down list, but I still want the drop-down list to work. When I try to protect it, the user cannot use the drop-down list to select other items. I didn't see an option in the protection sheet area. Thanks for helping. Nick we can open an hperlink with the click of the mouse on the link. but how to open the hyperlink with the keyboard... any shortcut...
greetings, nishith Say, if two fields in a column have been filled with numerical incretion, that is, A1 is 2 and A2 is 4. Now I want to fill the entire column with this increment pattern up to row A20. One thing we'll all do is left-click the fill handle and drag it down to row A20. But if the task is to fill up row 500, dragging the mouse for some time will not be easy to locate the row. I wonder
if anyone can help me find the keyboard shortcut equivalent to that drag fill control action. Thank you Hello All, Random Question I have a large Excel workbook (which is protected) and has more than five sheets on it – however a sheet has decided to randomly not scroll... I do know it sounds random! If I use the cursor and down arrows, the selection simply disappears from the
screen. The page will scroll if I filter through a field, but not if I select (All) for all filters. All other worksheets move well. Any suggestions? Thanks in advance. Cheers Kaite I have never really used VBA and therefore I am completely stuck in this problem. I need to create a macro that automatically populates a master worksheet from the individual user sheets of a shared workbook.
Sheet 1 is the Team Statistics master sheet. There will be an undetermined number of individual worksheets to accommodate the new staff. Each worksheet will be identical, using the A-I columns with row 1 that has the headers: Date, Name, Reference, Value, Price, Age, Purchased?, Destination, Add Products (the last 3 columns will have a drop-down list that will be used to
enter data into the cell). There will be a variable number of rows in each of the individual sheets. If possible, I would like the macro to run every time data is entered into one of the individual worksheets. If this is not then it would be difficult to update every time you open the workbook. If someone can help you really the time I spend collecting these statistics every day! We have a
large worksheet (4,000+ rows) of Excel from a previous employee that I would like to be able to use, but it is password protected and no one has the password. Is there a way to copy or save it as a different file that doesn't copy password protection? It would save me a couple of days of work if it's Thank you posted this on the Ozgrid forums, but have not received any help yet, so I
thought I would try it here too! I've had a strange problem lately. I have a pretty long macro that works perfectly most of the time. Occasionally it will run as expected, but as soon as the macro finishes, Excel stops responding to mouse clicks. When I click anywhere (trying to select a cell, or an Excel menu item... clicking anywhere in Excel) I'll get the system sound 'ding' and
nothing will happen. BUT, if I use the arrow keys on the keyboard, I can see that the active cell selection moves accordingly. Then it becomes very strange - when I have a cell highlighted and press any key to enter text, it is duplicated. So if I press s s ss will be entered into the cell, and then when you press enter it will automatically move to the next cell down, but nothing ends up
being saved in the previous cell. I don't understand what's going on. I can't think of anything in my macro that has this kind of effect. I made sure that the screen is re-activated at the end of each procedure. If I enter the VBE, I can manually run the procedures and they all work well. The only way I've been able to get back to normal is to force Excel to close completely and reopen.
Any ideas? ______________________ You still have problems, and the same is happening with this workbook on two different computers, so I don't think it's hardware, or an operating system-specific problem. When it crashes like this, I can still do anything in the VBE (edit cells, run macros, etc.) without problems. If I'm in the Excel window, I can alt-click the keyboard and the
shortcut keys for the menu appear, but I can't go deeper than that by clicking on the letter shortcuts, they don't do anything. If I use the delete key to delete the contents of a cell, it is deleted. But if I type anything else (numbers, letters or symbols) then type 2 instances of the key each time, however, when I hit enter, nothing changes in the cell. I also can't really bring the focus to
the Excel window if something else (i.e. the VBE) is at the top of it, clicking on the Excel window just gives the small system 'ding' sound and nothing happens. If I hit the save button on the VBE (since I can't click anything in the Excel window), then it seems to come out of it and get back to normal. I tried to look for anything simmillary to this and I can't find anything... Any help
would be greatly appreciated. This is driving me crazy! I have protected a worksheet as it has several formulas in which no one else to confuse delete. Next, I've spent time setting up a sheet to track changes (in that this has something to do with the problem). This is the only thing I think I've changed since I protected this morning and now I can't unprotect the sheet. I have not
protected the workbook and the check out sheet function is now grayed out. Any ideas? I have a workbook in which I want to save a specific worksheet in a new file with Saved values - all data in this worksheet are references to cells in another worksheet, which is using VLOOKUP to extract data from one database. The following code was found and approached me, but copies
the cell references, not the values. It also allows me to specify the file name of a cell reference. I want the new workbook file to simply be saved, not opened, and a message box is displayed indicating where the file was saved (it will always be in the same location on the LAN). What modifications do I make to this to make this work according to the above requirements? Sub
CopyMe() Dim SaveMeAs As String SaveMeAs - Sheets(Sheet1). Range(B2). Text sheets(Sheet3). Copy ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs Filename:C:'My Documents' &amp; SaveMeAs End Sub Hi all. I have set up a workbook that is sent to many different users. Each of them saves and uses its own copy. I've set it up to make everything look good and visible on my screen, but I'm
aware that some users may have different screen sizes, different toolbars configured, etc., which might make some parts not immediately visible to them. I have set an auto-run macro that automatically sets the zoom factor to fit better, for several of the worksheets, and this works well. Here's the code that does it. Code:Sheets(WELCOME). Select Range(A1:N18). Select
ActiveWindow.Zoom - True When repeating this code for each worksheet, I can make each one expanded to the right. However, the file contains 8 sheets that are arranged identically, except that the number of rows is different. What I want to do is go to the worksheet that has the most rows (it's always the same worksheet, so I know what it is), set the zoom factor for that
worksheet (which I can do, and it always has the same number of rows), and then take that zoom factor, whatever - and it will vary depending on the user - and apply it to the other worksheets that have a similar design. I could go through each worksheet and zoom in automatically, but that would mean some of the sheets looked very large, some very small, and I would like them
to look consistent. I could also specify a range in each worksheet that was similar to the appropriate range in the longer worksheet, and zoom automatically, but that's not ideal either, because some of the row heights vary from one sheet to another, and again I'll end up with different font sizes. Does anyone know how to do this? Hello, I have a spreadsheet with some cells
configured with a drop-down list containing Y, N or N/ A This is being used on a TabletPC, but if I make a mistake or need to switch back to a field in I have to invoke the soft keyboard, activate the cell and hit the back and then close the soft keyboard - a long wind procedure just to change an incorrect option! What I'd like to do is add a blank space to the list, so if I have to go back
to white space, I can only use the pen to choose a blank from the selector list. How did I add the option to enter blank data validation list considering that I am using the Data Validation Source box to enter my options directly and not specify a range of cells? I've tried to add and even a space in vain. Although it is not a bettor I would bet there is a simple 'fix' for this, but things are
only simple if you know how in the first instance! -) -- Thank you and greetings, -pp- I'm trying to come up with a solution to calculate man's hours and working days on multiple sheets. I have a file that has 8 sheets. The first seven leaves are the days of the week and the 8th leaf is where I want to calculate the hours. The days of the week consist of Date Name Hours The 8th
sheet consists of Name, Days of the Week in its own column (7 columns in total), Total hours and Total days worked Now... Every day is always a different group and what I hope is to create a formula that can grab each name with its hours and throw them on the 8th sheet. So when the end of the week is done I have all the employees weekly hours and days worked all finished. I
hope this makes sense. This file is for tracking about 100 employees who are on a rotational work schedule. I've attached a sample file. Thank you in advance for your help. In Excel there is a difference between cells that are blank (or ) and that are empty. You can make the blank cells empty by selecting them and pressing the delete key, but I need a quick way to do this in all
blank cells in a large worksheet. The only way I've found it is with a VBA macro that goes through each cell, try for '. Value ' and then use the '. Clear()', but doing this in 30 columns x 10000 rows is too slow. Any solution? (The reason I need to do this is to import into Access, the database treats empty cells as NULL, which is what I want. Blank (but not empty) cells screw the import
process.) I am trying to copy balances from one worksheet to another over a total of 12 worksheets ..... this is for small monthly sheets in cash and I need a total of runs on the 12 sheets. Currently I have to do this manually .... is that there is a formula that I can use that will automatically take the balances on Thank you for your help Also, I can't move the pivot table from the new
worksheet you create, to my existing worksheet. I'm running Excel 2011 for Mac. I have a worksheet with a small amount of data, and when I click the PivotTable button it automatically creates the pivot table in a new worksheet. The PivotTable data is fine, but I want it to be displayed along with the source data. I tried to use the Move PivotTable option and choose Create
PivotTable on Sheet existing job and choose a source cell along with my current data, but nothing appears. In addition, I registered in the Edit menu and found that the pivot table does not seem to have even been created/moved because there is no option to undo it. Thank me for any help, let me know if you have any further questions. Hunter I've lost my menu Excel. I tried to
enable the worksheet menu bar, but that doesn't even appear in the toolbar section in the Customize box. Any other ideas? Is it possible to apply a filter to multiple sheets within the same Excel workbook, using the same filter criteria? For example, suppose you have data tables in 3 different tabs, all with the same headers. Suppose one of the headings is gender. If you apply a
filter to the table on sheet 1, to show only the rows that contain the female word, is it possible for the tables in sheets 2 and 3 to update automatically to show only the female rows? Or would you have to manually update the filter criteria in Sheets 2 and 3? I hope this makes sense. Thank you in advance for any help. Is there an Excel guru who can help with this – its related to
drop-down menus I have 2 data colombs. At the bottom of the first, I created a drop-down menu using the data validation function in Excel. At the bottom of the second colomb, I used an IF function that returns a result, which depends on which value is chosen from the drop-down menu in colomb 1 The problem I have is that I want the TRUE result of the IF function to be another
drop-down menu, with the data being in colomb 2. How do I write an IF function where the TRUE result is a drop-down menu?? I tried to create a drop-down menu of colomb2 elsewhere in the spread sheet, and I used that cell location as TRUE, but this didn't work either... Suggestions from ANy?? Hello in Excel I have an open sheet with about 30 columns in it. I try to use the
scroll bar to move to the right and nothing happens other than the scroll bar moving along. If I use the right button on the keyboard, the scroll bar moves but I can't see the columns I want. I don't see anything that caused this. Can anyone help? Thank you Hello I am a rather experienced Excel user. I have never encountered this problem, but retouch in all the conceivable ways
within the Excel settings and the solution has eluded me. I have added a worksheet created elsewhere (it is a form that I need to print, with data coming from 2 sheets that I created from scratch) that has preformatted cells for Date and Customer Name, etc. When I try to reference the cell in this aggregate sheet of my 2 sheets, instead of the result, it always displays the formula,
not the result. I tried to do it from one of my sheets to refer to this new one, and it shows the result and not the formula. I can't imagine why he's doing this and I've never seen it happen before. Formatting cells, naming cells instead of the generally appropriate reference to the cell number does not change things. I wonder if I've picked up any inherited from the original form, but I
can't see anywhere in the tools, etc. that it's obvious. There are more than 50 cells that need to be referenced and I have to do this to work. Please help me. This is my first need to post on an Excel forum, as I have always found help or answers from other peeps or the Internet, but you're making me scratch my head big. Hello, is there any way to create a second worksheet that is
based on the data of an original sheet that will update automatically when you add ROWS to the original sheet? Linking values between sheets is easy... but I need to be able to set a designated area on my A sheet that I can add rows in which they will be automatically added to my sheet B. Does anyone know of a function that I can request this? Hi Excel experts, I'm working on a
worksheet, and I'd like to have a whole row transferred to another worksheet based on the value of a certain cell. Having searched through the many resolved threads on this site, I tried to customize some of the code to my worksheet. Because I wasn't competent in Macro/VBA, I failed. I thought I'd ask for help, and see if anyone can provide what I'm looking for. Basically, I'm
trying to build a work-in-process file, and I'd like all completed work to be removed from work in the process sheet and transferred to a sheet containing a running list of all completed work. Attachment is an example of what I'm working on. I would like the Q (Status) column to determine whether a row can be moved to a sheet that contains the list of all completed and deleted work
from the original sheet. Once Status is upgraded to Complete, it would be useful to be able to run a macro/click a button that would perform the transfer. Can anyone help? Thank you! Thank you!
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